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Let R be an artinian ring. We consider the following condition: if eR/A is
/K/i?-projective (resp. N-projective for an fl-module TV), then every submodule M'
of eR/A is /K/i?-projective (resp. TV-projective), where e and / are primitive
idempotents. We have shown in [7] that R satisfies the above condition for any
eR/A and any fR/B if and only if R is a hereditary ring with J2 = 0. In this
paper we consider a weaker condition: if eR/A is TV-projective, then M is almost
iV-projective where i): N is local and ii): TV is a direct sum of local modules,
respectively. In the second section we shall study QF, QF-2, and QF-3 rings
with the above weaker condition, respectively. We study right almost hereditary
rings with / 2 = 0 in the third section.
In a forthcoming paper we shall give a charaterization of rings over which
the weaker condition is satisfied when M and N are any 7?-modules.
1. Characterizations
We always assume that R is an associative artinian ring with identity and
every module is a finitely generated and unitary right ^-module. Moreover since
we are interested in the structure of R, we may assume that R is basic.
Let M and N be any finitely generated ^-modules. We have studied rings
with the following properties (1) (4) in [3] and [7]:
(1) If M is TV-projective, then Mr is again 7V-projective for any submodule
M of M.
(2) If eR/B is/R/Λ-projective, then C/B is again/i?/^-projective for any
C => B, where e and/are primitive idempotents and C 3 B (resp. A) are Λ-submodules
of eR (resp. fR).
(3) e=/in(2).
(4) If M is almost iV-projective, then M' is again almost 7V-projective for any
submodules M of M.
Here we shall consider a weaker condition than (4).
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(5) If M is 7V-projective, then M is almost N-projective for any submodule
M' of M.
Let R be a two-sided artinian ring. We know from [3] or [7] that the
following are equivalent: i) (1) holds, ii) (2) holds and iii) R is a hereditary ring
with J2=0.
In this section we shall give a characterization of artinian rings over which
(5) holds on local modules M and N. By J(M) (resp. /) we denote the Jacobson
radical of M (resp. of R).
Lemma 1. Let fJz>A^B be submodules of fR such that A/B is almost
fR-projective. Then there exists a submodule S* of fR such that A=S*®B, where
f is a primitive idempotent.
Proof. Consider a diagram
A/B
1*
where h is the inclusion.
Since h(A/ B) czfί/B and fR is indecomposable, there exists K: A/B -*fR with
vh = h, and hence A=Bφfι(A/B).
From now on we study (5) when M and TV are local modules. We denote
primitive idempotents by e, /, g, and so on.
Lemma 2. Assume (5) on local modules M and N. Then for any local module
L, every submodule of fR is almost L-projective.
Proof. Since fR is L-projective, this is clear from (5).
Corollary. Assume (5) on local modules M and N and e~R = eR/eJ is a simple
component of Soc(R). Let x be a non-zero element in fJ with xe = x. Then xR is
simple.
Proof. Since fJ/xJ => xR/xJ&e~R, xR/xJ is isomorphic to a submodule of
some gR, and xR/xJ is almost /K-projective by Lemma 2. Hence xR = xJ®S
and xR = S&eR by Lemma 1.
Lemma 3. Let X be an R-module such that X is isomorphic to a submodule
ofJ(L), where L is a local R-module. IfX is almost L-projective, X is quasi-projective.
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Proof. We may assume X c J(L). Let A be any submodule of X and consider
a diagram
X
1*
X/A
n
where h is the natural homomorphism of A" to X/A.
Then there exists K: X-+L with vίt = h, and hence ίt(X) a X. Therefore X is
quasi-projective.
Corollary. Assume (5) on local modules M and N. Then every submodule of
any indecomposable quasi-projective module is quasi-projective.
Proof. This clear from Lemma 3.
Lemma 4. If (5) holds on local modules M and N, then J3 = (X
Proof. From Corollary to Lemma 3 eJ=X1®X2® - ®Xm for a primitive
idempotent e, where the Xt are indecomposable and quasi-projective. Further
eJ2 = X1J®X2J®'-®XmJ, Xi/XiJ is simple and XtJ= Yn(BYi2(B~' θ Yini, where
the Yi} are indecomposable and quasi-projective. We denote this situation by the
following figure:
eJ
(6) eJ2
eJ3 ^ 1 U
We note X
x
 neJ2 = XtJand so on from (6). Let Xi^fiR/Ai a n d / \ J & g n R / C n ® •••
®gin.R/Cin.. Then since fJ/A^ Yn® •••© Yin. { = XtJ\ Yik is a homomorphic
image of some gitR. Now assume eJ
3
ΦQ for some e. Then we may suppose
R). Let X^fR/A and Y^πgR/C (via Θ). Then / / = Γ Θ ;
(via 0') from the above remark. Since YX1 (&gR/Q <£ Soc(eR),
X <£Soc(fR) by Corollary to Lemma 2. Hence AV#0. eR/eJ3 is fR/fJ3-
projective by [1], p. 22, Exercise 4, and hence Ytι/ YltJ^gR/gJ is almost
/K///3-projective (see (6)). Consider a diagram
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ϊ"
(X +fJ3)/(X'J+fJ3)xgR/gJ
n
fR/fj3 MfR/fJ3)/((X'J+fJ3)/fJ3) - 0,
where h is the induced isomorphism from θ and θ'.
Then there exists K: Y^/Y^J-*fRIfJ3 with vK= h. Therefore fί(Y
ιγ
l Y
ίγ
J) +fJ3
+ XJ=X +fJ3, and hence X +fJ3 = K(Y11/Y11J) +// 3. Accordingly X/(Xnfj3)
(*(X+fJ3)/fJ3) is simple. On the other hand XnfJ3 = XJ2. Therefore
XJ=XJ2, and hence AV=0, a contradiction.
Now / 3 = 0 from Lemma 4. We denote an indecomsable and projective
module P with /V 2#0 (resp. /Y2 = 0, PJφO) by eR (resp. fR). From Corollary
to Lemma 3 we suppose eJ=X
ί
®X2® ••• Θ ^ Θ S Ί © -' ®St, where X^
and SjttgjR/gjJ; the Afc and gm are primitive idempotents.
Lemma 5. Assume (5) <?« focα/ modules M and N and eJ is as above. Then
X{ is projective and uniserial, and hence Xt ~fiR for some ft.
Proof. Let X1&h1R/A1. Suppose hίR = e1R, i.e. Λ 1/
2#0. Then A^O; θ:
e
ι
R/A1πX1. Let eίJ=Xί® •• Θ ^ , 0 5
/
1 0 ••• similar to eJ above (note ^ / O ) .
Since Q{e
γ
JIA^ cz Ar1/=Soc(Ar1X ^ t => Xγ® ••• θ ^ by Corollary to Lemma 2. If
{S'i} = φ, A
x
—eJ, a contradiction. Hence assume {S'J#</>. Then since ^ T ^ / ,
there exists S\ such that S\ <£- A
v
 Being a submodule of eR, e
x
RjA
x
 is almost
e1R/S\ -projective by Lemma 2. However ^ x is characteristic by Corollary to
Lemma 3 and S\ Φ A
γ
, S\ φ A
u
 because A
x
 => X
u
 and hence e
γ
RjA
ί
®e
ί
R/S\
does not have LPSM, a contradiction to [4], Proposition 4. Therefore h
ί
R=fR,
i.e, h1J
2
 = 0 and h
x
JΦ§. The above argument shows us A
ί
=0, since // is
semisimple. Next we shall show that X
ί
=f
ί
R is uniserial. Suppose f
γ
j
= A®B®- , where A, B are non-zero simple modules. Now θ(eJ) = 0 for any θ
in Hom^eR/^). Hence eR/A is/^/5-projective. Accordingly/^/A is almost
/^jR/tf-projective, Sind f
x
R/A®f
λ
R/B has LPSM and hence ,4=5 by [9], Lemma
1. Therefore f
γ
J is simple.
From Lemmas 4 and 5 we have
eJπfiR®f2R® ®fsR®Sί®'"®Sk; ftR is uniserial
Since ftR is projective, we have
Lemma 6. Lei i? be any artinian ring. If eJ and e'J have the above structure
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(7) (where fR need not be uniserial), then for any non-isomorophic homomorphism
θ: eR->e'R, θ(eJ) = 0.
Lemma 7. Assume (5) on local modules M and N. If eRψe'R in (Ί\fRφfjR
for any i and j .
Proof. Assume fR πfR. Now eR/fJ is e'Λ-projective by Lemma 6. As a
consequence fR/fJ&fR/fJis almost e'i?-projective, which is a contradiction from
Lemma 1.
We can express (7) as follows:
eR z> eJπ ΣU i ®(fR)(ni)®^j= i ®Sj, where the fR are
uniserial (and e'R => <?'/« Σf
= t
We put P—WiRψ* and P = ΣJ
= 1 0P ί . Let π . P-^ P( be the projection of />
onto Pf. We shall regard (fiR)(ni) as a submodule of eJ.
Lemma 8. Suppose that (5) holds on local modules M and N. Let eR and P
be as above. Let S be a simple submodule of P. Then eReS=ΣieI@Soc(Pi\ where
I is a subset of {1,2, ••-,.?}.
Proof. Let first 5 = Soc(/!^) and S* = eReS. If ST j> Soc^), then there exists
f
u
R such that f
u
Rr\S* = 0; f
ίiR=fίR which is the ith component of Pv Since
eR/S is ei?/S*-projective, fiR/S is almost e7?/S*-projective. From the diagram
(S*®f
u
R)/(S>®Si)
n
eR/Sr->eR/(Sr®Si)-+O9 where St = Soc(fuR).
we obtain a contradiciton. Therefore S* 3 SociP^. Next assume that S is any
simple submodule of P. Since eR/S* is £JR/S*-projective, P/S* is quasi-projective
by Corollary to Lemma 3. Further S* c: Soc(,P) = J(P), and hence P is a projective
cover of P/S*. Accordingly S* => π^S*), where π^: P-*fjR is the projection.
Moreover π, (5*) => ^-(S)/0 implies π
o
{5*) = Soc(/j7jR) c 5* for some y, and hence
5* 3 SocOP,) from the initial part. Let /={/jG{l, ,5 }|πίj(S)#0}. Then we have
shown S* => Σ7©Soc(ZV.). On the other hand 5 c ΣjφSoc^.), and hence
for e.KeSocίP^Soc^.) by Corollary to Lemma 2.
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Next we assume that (5) holds whenever M is local and N is any finite direct
sum of local modules. By P(Soc(/?)) we denote the projective cover of Soc(R).
Lemma 9. Let R be as above. Then P(Soc(R)) is a direct sum of uniserial
modules.
Proof. Let gR=gR/gJ be isomorphic to a simple component of Soc(/?) and
gJφO. Take two submodules^, A2 ofgJ such that gJ
j
 => At => gJ
j+1
 and AJgJi+ί
is simple (/=1,2 and j= 1,2). Since gR is isomorphic to a proper submodule of
some hR, gR is almost (gR / A
 ί
®gR / A2)-pro)ecti\e by assumption. Assume that
gJj/gJj+1 is not simple, and AXΦA2, AxΦgjK Then gR is not gR/Λrprojective,
and hence gR/A
ί
φgR/A2 has LPSM by [6], Theorem. Therefore Aί=A2 by
[9], Lemma 1, a contradiction. As a consequence gR is uniserial.
We consider a direct sum M=M
ί
®M2. Let πt be the projection of M onto
Mt for ι=l,2. For any submodule Λ of M we put
(8) Ai = AnPi and A^π^A) for i=l,2.
We use the following trivial lemma (see. [5], p.449)
Lemma 10. Let M and A be as above. Then θ: A1 /A1&A
2/A
x
 and
A = {m
ί
+m2\mieA
ι
 and Θ(m
Finally we obtain the main theorem.
Theorem 1. Let R be an artinian ring. (5) holds on local modules M and N9
if and only if i): J3=0 and eJ has the structure (7') with fR uniserial, ii) if eRτφe'R,
then fR #fjR for all i and j in (I1) and Hi) fR in (7') is never isomorphic to any
simple component of Soc(R\ and iv) the condition in Lemma 8, eReS=ΣJ®Soc(Pi)
for any simple submodule S in P, is satisfied, where e, e' are any primitive idempotents
with eJ2φ0 and e'J2φ0.
Proof. Suppose that (5) holds. Then we have i)~iv) by Corollary to Lemma
2 and Lemmas 4, 5, 7 and 8. Conversely we assume l)~iv). First we study a
structure of submodule B/A of eR/A. We take the decomposition (7'):
eJ=P
ί
®" ®P
s
®S
ί
φ'"®St. Put P = Σ
a
i=i®Pi and S=Vj=l®Sp and hence
eJ=Pφ§. We apply Lemma 10 to this decomposition eJ=P®§ and the
submodule A of eJ. Then there exists an isomorphism θ: A1 /Ai^A
2/A2. Since
any simple sub-factor module of P/Soc(P) is never isomorphic to any one of S
(and hence any one of A2/A2) by iii), A1 /At c: (Soc{P) + Aί)/A^
Soc(P)/(Soc(P)nA1). Accordingly there exists a submodule Kγ of Soc(P) such that
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A1 /A
ί
=(K
ί
®A
ί
)/A
ί
. A2 being semisimple, we obtain A2=A2®K2 for some K2
in A2, and clearly θ: K
γ
πK2. Therefore A=Aί®A2®K2(θ~ί) by Lemma 10,
where A
γ
 c
 J P a n d ^ 2 ^ 2
a r e c o n t a m e d i n S. Since 5 is semisimple, S=A2®K2®K2
for some K2. Then eJ=P®A2®K2(β-χ)®K2, and putting §'' = A2®K2{θ~γ)®K2,
we obtain
(9) A=AnP®An§' (eJ=P®Sf).
Next let eJ => B 3 A. Then we obtain from the above observation (take first the
decomposition of B and use the above argument on A)
e
j=p@§
a
®Sb®Sc z>
(10) B = B
ί
®S
a
®Sbz>
A=A
ί
®S
a
,
where B
ί
=BnP, A1=AnP and the Sa9 Sb and Sc are contained in Soc(eJ).
From (10) we may study the structure of B1/Aί. Hence we assume
P^>B
ί
=PnBzDA
ί
=PnA. Since P is projective, considering first the decomposi-
tion of A, we obtain
(11) B1=Pί®P2®BίnP3 =>
A1=P1®A1n(P2®P3)9
where the P{ are isomorphic to direct sums of some copies of {fnR,'"JiqR} and
B1nP3, Aγn(P2®P3) are semisimple modules
(12) whose simple components are isomorphic to those of Soc(e/).
Since Λ 1 n(P 2 ©P 3 ) c P2®BtnP3 and Ai n(P2®P3\ BίnP3 are semisimple,
we obtain a new decomposition: P2®BίnP3 =P2® V such that A ID ^ n ( P 2 ® P 3 )
= A2®A3 and Λ2 c: J(P2)> ^ 3 c ^ which is a semisimple module as (12). Therefore
5 1 / y 4 1 » P 2 / ^ 2 0 F . Let /
>
2«Σ re(y;/ί) ( m ' ); mt^ni9 where f c {1,2, ,J} and /
the subset of Γ such that kel if and only if πk(Λ2)#0, where πk: P-+(fkRfmi) is
the projection. Then
(13) B1/AίκΣI®(fiRym*/A2®Σr_I@(ftR)™®K
where A ^> A
γ
^> A2 and F is a semisimple module as (12).
We resume to prove the converse. We shall show first that
a) Soc(7?) is almost L-projective for any local module L=gR/ D.
Let S be a simple component of Soc(R) and consider a diagram:
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S
(14) |A
If h is an epimorphism, h is an isomorphism. Hence putting fi=h~lv, we have
hfι = v. Accordingly we assume that h is not an epimorphism, i.e., h(S) a gj j C. If
gR=fR (fJ2=0\fJ/D is semisimple, and hence we obtain K\ S->fJ/D cifR/D
with vfι = h. Next assume gR = eR (e/ 2 #0). Then we may consider the following
diagram instead of (14)
(14')
Let S&JcR for a primitive idempotent A: and h(S) = (xR + Q/Q xk = xeeJ. Then
x G Soc(eJ) by iii), and hence xR = xR/ xJ is simple. Accordingly h(S) = {xR + Q/C
&xR. Since xRnD cz xRnC=0, we obtain an isomorphism fi: S-+ xR c= e//D
with vfι = h. Thus we have shown a).
Now let M=gR/A, N=pR/D and M be iV-projective. Take any diagram for any
submodule M' of
M
(15) i*
α) M=fR/A
Then any proper submodule A/' of M is contained in Soc(Λ). Hence Λf is almost
/7jR/Z)-projective by a). Next assume
β) M=eR/A (e/VO) and N=fR/D.
From (10) and (13) M' is a direct sum of the following submodules:
1) S»Soc(/;jR) or &SP 2) Σ 7©(/;i?) ( m i )/^ 2, where πt{A2)ϊ0for iG/, and 3) /}i?.
In the cases 1) and 3), M' is almost iV-projective by a). Hence we may assume
If fR&ftR for all i in 2), Hom
Λ
(M',/R) = 0 by iii). Hence Mr is trivially
TV-projective. If fR^ftR for some /, fR is uniserial and fJ2 = 0. Then
fR^fR/fJ ->0 is only a non-trivial exact seuqnce. Therefore M' is almost
/ft/Z>-projective (note that/i? is projective). Assume
y) M=eR/A and N=e'R/D\ e'RψeR.
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Since eR/A is eR / Z)-projective, eReA c D. Further QΦπi{A2) implies SOC(JP£)
c eReA2 c: eReA c D c C b y iii) and iv) (we note that if P = F1φF2φ'"φFs9
where P'MfKf^, then />, = />; by iii)). We put eJ=X®Y, where X=ΣI®Pi and
Y=Σjφr®Pj®S. Then from Lemma 10 and iii) D=DnX®DnY^ C=CnX®
Cn Y. As a consequence we obtain from (15)
M
I*
X)φ Y/(Dn Y) - Λ7(Cn A^Θ 7/(Cn y) -> 0
Since HomjR(/>i,jPi) = 0 for jφl and HomjR(Pι ,5) = 0, Λ(M') c X/(CnX).
Further X/(DnX) is semisimple for DnX z> Soc(A), and hence we obtain /r
M' ^eJjD with v£=A.
Next we consider (5) when TV is a finite direct sum of local modules.
Theorem 2. Let R be as above. Then (5) holds whenever M is local and N
is a finite direct sum of local modules if and only if i) ~ iv) in Theorem 1 and v)
the condition in Lemma 9, P(Soc(i?)) is a direct sum of uniserial modules, are satisfied.
Proof. "Only if is given by Theorem 1 and Lemma 9. Conversely we
assume i)~ v). We use the same argument as given in the proof of Thorem 1. Let
N=Σ@hjR/Bp where the hj are primitive idempotents and M (=gR/A) be
TV-projective. Then M is hjR / ^ -projective. Take any submodule of M in M. We
know from the proof of Theorem 1 that if M' is almost Λ^/^-projective, but
not A Λ/^-projective, then M is simple or Mf^ΣI®(fίR)imi)/A2 (see a), α) and
β) in the proof of Theorem 1). In this case hjR is uniserial by v) and [4], Theorem
1. Hence M' is almost iV-projective by [6], Theorem.
In a forthcoming paper we shall study (5) when 7V(resp. M) is any /^-module.
2. Several rings with (5)
If gR is uniform for every primitive idempotent g, then we call R a right
QF-2 ring. If E(R% the injective hull of R, is projective, than we call R a QF-3
ring. In this section we shall study QF, QF-2 and QF-3 rings with (5), respectively.
Proposition 1. Assume that R is either local or QF, then (5) holds on local
modules M and N if and only if J2 = 0.
Proof. If (5) holds, then there are no eR with eJ2φ0 from the assumption
and Corollary to Lemma 2. The converse is clear from [7], Proposition 7.
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Lemma 11. Assume (5) on local modules M and N. If hR is uniform, then
hR is uniserial, where h is a primitive idempotent.
Proof. This is clear from Corollary to Lemma 3.
Proposition 2. R is a right QF-2 ring over which (5) holds on local modules
M and N if and only if R is a right serial ring with 7 3 = 0 such that 1) if eJ2 # 0 ,
eJ/eJ2 is never monomorphic to Soc(iί), and 2) if e{J2Φ^ for ι = l , 2 and
elJ/elJ
2&e2J/e2J
2
, then e
ί
Rπe2R.
Proof. Assume (5) on local modules M and N. Then R is a right serial
ring with 1) and 2) by Theorem 1 and Lemma 11. Conversely 1) implies that eJ
is projective (cf. Lemma 14 below). Hence (5) holds by Theorem 1.
Next we study left QF-2 rings with (5) as right /^-modules.
Lemma 12. Let R be a ring with / 3 = 0 . Assume that eR has the structure
(7') if eJ2φ0 (where fR need not be uniserίal). Let θ be a homomorphism of hR
to h'R. Ifθ(hJ) φ 0, θ is monomorphic, where e, h and h are primitive idempotents.
Proof. Suppose that θ is not isomorphic. Since θ(hf)φθ, θ(hR)<£Soc(h'R).
Hence h'J2Φ0. If hJ2φ0, θ is isomorphic by Lemma 6. Hnece Λ/2 = 0, and θ
is monomorphic from (7').
Lemma 13. Let R be left QF-2. Assume that J3 = 0 and eJ has the structure
in (7') if eJ2Φ0 (where fR need not be uniseriat). Then 1) Let St be a proper
simple submodule of g(Rfor i=l,2 and θ: Sγ -• S2 isomorphic. Then θ is extensible
to an element in Hom
κ
(g1/?,g2^) or in HomR(g2R,g^y 2) Let fR be contained
in eR as in (7). ThenfiR is never monomorphic to Soc(R). 3)fR( c eR) ΨfjR( <= eR)
if eRψe'R. 4) For any simple submodule A of Pi = (fiR){ni) a eR, eReA => SocCPf),
where the gt are primitive idempotents.
Proof. 1). Put Si — XiR a gj with x2 = θ(xi) and S^fiR. Then we can
assume gixih = xi for / = 1,2. Since Rh is uniform, put Soc(Rh) = Rfe, where k is a
primitive idempotent. Then Rxt containing SOC(JRΛ), there exists zf in kRgt such
that oφz
ί
x1=z2x2. Hence from Lemma 12 we have
(17) g^RπkR or g(R a kR via za (isomorphically),
where z
a
 is the left-sided multiplication of z0
i) z
u
:gιRπkR.
Then there exists zj: kR^g
x
R such that z'z
ί
=g
ί
. Hence x
ί
=(zrz2)x2 and θ~ι
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is extensible to (zfz2)ιGHomR(g2R,gίR).
Here we assume 2).
ϋ) zu- g\R-*kR and z2l: g2R^kR are monomorphic (not isomorphic).
Then kJ2 / 0 . In order to show 1) we may assume, in this case, kR = eR, g
ί
R=fiR
and g2R=fi'R in (7'), i.e., St afR a eR, S2 af.R a eR and θ: 5X -• S2, and we
give the extension of θ (or θ'1) in HomR{fiR9fvR) (or in Homj^/ί,/,/*)). Hence
since St c e/?, we first consider the case gt=g2 = e. Since eJ
2
ΦQ, we obtain the
case i) from (17). Hence there exists a unit z in e/te such that zt is an extension
of θ. As a consequence (/JΛ)(Λi) being characteristic, fR=f
v
R. Put (/j/?)(π<) =
Σj£
ni(BUjfiR, where Uj = Ujfi and UjfRttfR for all/ Then we may assume x t =wxr,
*2 = Mi r '; r> r'εfiJ- Now z^/^Σt/ jW, and the w,- are units in//?/ or zero by
the assumption 2). Since Σujwjr = zι(uιr) = zxί=x2 = u1r\ zι(u1) = u1wιeuιfiR,
because Wjt'sfiR, fiR^UjfiR and w, is a unit or zero. Hence θ is extensible to
2) Let eR ^>fιR be as (7') and S a simple component of Soc(ίR), where ί is
a primitive idempotent with ί/^0. Suppose S^f^R/fγJ. Then there exist q in
fγR-fγJ and x2 in S such that ^Xj/i =xί9 tx-JΊ =x2. Since e/2 ^0, from the similar
argument to the initial part in l)-i) we obtain eRzzkR as in l)-i) and x
x
=zx2 for
some zeeRt, which is a contradiction, since x
ι
φSoc(eR).
3) This is clear from 1) and Lemma 6.
4) Since AπSocifiR). we obtain 4) from 1).
Corollary. Let R be as in Lemma 13. Ifg\R andg2R have mutually isomorphic
simple submodules, then gχR~g2R or one of {gγR,g2R} contains isomorphίcally the
other.
Proof. This is clear from lemmas 12 and 13.
Proposition 3. Let R be a left QF-2 ring. Then (5) on local modules M and
N holds as right R-modules if and only if i) 7 3 = 0 and eJ has the structure (7'),
provided e/ 2 /0, (where fR is uniserial).
Proof. Let eR => eJ=Σ©P i φΣ0S' < / , where Pt = (/^)(m°. Then every simple
sub-factor module of Pt is not isomorphic to any one of Pj for iφj. Hence the
proposition is clear from Theorem 1 and Lemma 13.
Corollary. Let R be a right and left QF-2 ring. If (5) holds on local modules
M and N, then R is serial, where g and gf are primitive idempotents.
Proof. We may show from Proposition 2 and [13], Lemma 4.3 that every
isomorphism θ: gJ/gJ2~g'J/g'J2 is liftable to an element in HomR(gR,g'R).
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α) gR = eR and g'R = e'R (eJ2 Φ 0 and e'J2 φ 0).
Then e = e' by ii) of Proposition 2. Since eJ is projective, θ is given by an element
θ' in Hom
Λ
(e/,e/). Let eJ=xR, xh = x for a primitive idempotent h and
θ'(x) = x'. Since i?/z is uniform, there exist a primitive idempotent k and z, z' in
&/te such that zx = z'x'Φo. If ze/, z
ί
(^J) = 0 by Lemma 6. Hence & = e and z,
z' are units in eRe. As a consequence 0 is liftable.
β)
 gR = eR and g'R=fR (fJφO).
We do not have this case by i) of Proposition 2.
y) gR=fR and g'R=fR.
Then θ is liftable by Lemma 13.
We shall study serial rings with (5) in the next proposition.
Lemma 14. Let Rbeα serial ring with J3 = 0. Then the following are equivalent.
1) If eJ2φ0, eJ is projective.
2) If eJ2 #0, eJ/eJ2 is not monomorphic to Soc(R), where e runs over all the
primitive idempotents.
Proof. l)->2). Suppose eJ/eJ2&Soc(gR) for a primitive idempotent g. If
gJ2φ0, gJ is projective by 1). Let gJπhR. Then since Soc(gR)tthJ=hJ/hJ2&
eJIeJ2, hRtteR by [13], Lemma 4.3, a contradiction. We obtain the same result
ifg/2 = 0,
2)->l). If eJ is not projective, eJzsgR/gJ2 and gJ2φ0. Hence Soc(eJ)
, a contradiction.
Proposition 4. Let R be a QF-3 ring. Then the following are equivalant:
1) (5) holds on local modules M and N.
2) R is a serial ring with J3 = 0 such that ifeJ2Φ0, eJ/eJ2 is not monomorphic
to Soc(R).
2') R is serial ring with J3 = 0 such that eJ is projective, if eJ2 Φ 0.
3) R is a serial ring with J3 = 0 such that ifJ2eφ0, Jej J2e is not monomorphic
to Soc(R7?).
4) (5) holds on any finitely generated R-modules M and N as right R-modules
as well as left R-modules.
Proof. 1) -• 2). Assume that R is a QF-3 ring and (5) holds on local modules
M and N. Then / 3 = 0 by Lemma 4. Next we shall show that R is a right serial
ring. Let E(R)^Σ®(hiR)(Pi) , where the htR are indecomposable, injective and
projective. We know from Lemma 11 that the h{R are uniserial. Suppose gR is
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not injective for a primitive idempotent g such that gJ^O. Then considering the
projection of E(R) to htR, we have gR c J(E(/?)), since gR is not injective. Since
h(J is projective by Lemma 5 if htJ2^09 gR^htJ for some j . Therefore R is a
right serial ring with / 3 = 0 . The property in 2) is given by Proposition 2. We
shall show that R is left serial. If e
γ
J2Φ§, e
x
R is injective for / 3 = 0 . Supposed:
e
ί
J/e
ί
J2tte2J/e2J
2
 for any primitve idempotent e2. Then e2J
2
φQ by 1) in
Proposition 2 and e
γ
R^e2R by 2) in Proposition 2. e t / being projective from
Lemma 5, θ is given by an isomorphism θ' of etJ onto e2J. Since e ^ is injective,
0' is extesible to an element in HomR(e ιR,e2R). Suppose e l t/2 = 0, then e2J2=0
as above. Hence ejjR and e2R are contained in some injective eR for
Soc(e1i?)^Soc(e2,R). Hence θ is extensible to an element in HomR(e iR9e2R).
Therefore R is serial ring by [13], Lemma 4.3.
2)-* 1). This is clear from Proposition 2 and [13], Lemma 4.3.
2)<-*2'). This is clear from Lemma 14.
1)->4). Let M=Σ®etR/At be N=Σ®hjR/ £ r projective (see [12]). Take a
submodule M' of M; M' = Σ®fkR/ Ck. Then being uniserial,/fcΛ/ Cfc is isomorphic
to a submodule of some etR/At. Since e(R/At is λyi? / i?7-projective for all j ,
fkR/Ck is almost ΛyjR/^-projective, and hence fkR/Ck is almost N-projective by
[6], Theorem. Hence (5) holds.
2)-+3). Suppose J2e^0 for /= 1,2 and JeJJ2e
γ
^J2e2. Then there exists
e'ί such that {e\R,Re^ is the injective pair for ί= 1,2 by [2], Theorem 3.1. Then
e\JIe\J2^e'2RIe'2J by [2], Theorem 2.4 for / 3 = 0 , and hence e\J&e2R/e'2J2. As
a consequence e\J2&e2J/e2J
2
, a contradiction. Next assume Je1/J
2
e
ί
ttJf&Rg,
where / 2 /=0. If /?/is injective, g/? is injective by [2], Theorem 3.1 and e\J&gR,
a contradiction. If Rf is not injective, E(/?/)^ite', which is again a contradiction
from the initial. Then since Je
γ
/ J2e± is clearly not projective, Je
ι
/J2e1 is never
monomorphic to Soc(RR).
The remaining implications are clear.
3. Almost hereditary rings with J2=0
We studied almost hereditary rings with «/2 = 0 in [7]. In this section we
shall investigate again those rings. First we shall study a very special almost
hereditary ring.
Proposition 5. Every finitely generated R-module is almost projective if and
only if R is a serial ring with J 2 = 0.
Proof. Suppose that R is a serial ring with J2 — 0. Then every indecomposable
/^-module is either eR or eR/eJ, where e is any primitive idempotent. If eJφQ,
eR is injective and hence eR/eJis almost projective by [11], Theorem 1. Therefore
every ^-module is almost projective by [12]. The converse is clear from [7],
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Proposition 7 and [9], Corollary to Theorem 1.
Proposition 6. Let R be an artinian ring with J2 = 0. Then the following are
equivalent:
1) R is right almost hereditary.
2) (5) holds when M is local.
3) (5) holds for any finitely generated R-modules M and N.
Proof. l)->3). Assume that R is right almost hereditary. Then / is
semisimple and almost projective. We quote here the argument in the proof of
[7], Theorem 1. Let P be a projective cover of M\ 0 -> Q -> P -» M -> 0, and M
a submodule of M. Then M' = F jQ for some submodule F of P and P = P1@P2
such that Fz*P
x
 and FnP2 is small in P. Put Qi = QnP1 and Q2 = QnP2.
Then since FnP2 is semisimple, we have M
f
 — F/Q^Pi/Qί®ff/Q2, where
( P n P 2 ) / ρ 2 = ρ 2 / β 1 0 ρ 7 β 2 , and P1 is a projective cover of Λ / β i Suppose
that M is JV-projective. Then P t / Qx is 7V-projective and Q* / Q2 c /(P) / β 2 , β* / β 2
is almost projective. Therefore M is almost 7V-projective.
2) -> 1). Since eR is iV-projective for any /^-module N, eJ is almost Λf-projective
by (5). Hence eJ is almost projective.
3) -> 1). This is clear.
Next we shall study the condition (4). Here we shall give the structure of
right almost hereditary ring. From [8], Theorem 2 we know that every right
almost hereditary ring is a direct sum of hereditary rings, serial rings and rings
of a form
n
where 7\ is a hereditary ring, the St are serial rings in the first category and the
X{ is a left TVright 5,-module for each / > 1 . Without loss of generality, we may
assume St = 0 for all i ^ 2 . Hence in this note we assume
(18)
θ S2
We study right almost hereditary rings of the form (18), i.e., S2 is a serial
ring in the first category and we may assume
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where Δ is a division ring.
By hh fi we denote matrix unite ea in Tγ and 5*2, respectively. Then h{X is a
direct sum of copies of f
γ
R/B
u
 where B
ί
=(0 0 0 Δ Δ O -0)=f
ι
R(fk
If (4) holds for local modules M and N, then J2 = 0 by [7], Proposition
7. Hence we assume / 2 = 0 in the above. Then k = 29 i.e.,
(19) htX=0 or hiX=(f1R/fίjypi).
We fix such a ring R and study structures of /^-modules. Take a projective
module P = P
ί
φP2, where P1&Σ(B(hiR)iu\ P2&Σ®(fjR)iSj) and Q a J(P). J(Pγ)
and /(P2) do not contain a common isomorphic sub-factor module from
(19). Therefore Q = QnP
ι
®QnP2 (put Qt = QnP^ By M(k) we denote an
^-module of the form Pk/Qk (k= 1,2). Then M = M(ί)φM{2).
( T X\ T X
1
 and Z = 1
0 Δ/ 0 0
0 0 .
Then 7, Z are ideals in R and /?/Γ is hereditary, R/Z is serial. Further the
structure of Λ-module M ( 1 ) (resp. M(2)) is the same as the structure of R/ Γ-module
(resp. i£/Z-module). (We note Hom
Λ
(M(1),M(2)) = 0 but HomΛ(ΛΓ(2),M(1))#0 for
some M.)
Lemma 15. Let R be a right almost hereditary ring with J2=0 as (18). If
X\
the hereditary ring R( = R/ Y) = [ ^ '
\0 Δ
satisfies (4) (resp. (4) where M is of special type), then R does the same.
Proof. We use the same notations as after (19). Let M be any finitely
generated Λ-module and M a submodule of M. Then from the argument
before Lemma 15 we obtain direct decompositions M = M ( 1 ) φ M ( 2 ) and
M' = M;
υ
ΘM;2). Since M
f
{l)^{τ®{hkR^)/Λ\ M(2) = (L®(fjR^)/B and HomR(hR,
/K) = 0, HomR(M[ί)9M(2)) = 0. Hence M'{1) c M(1). Since R/Z is serial,/^ is
/?/Z-injective, provided fJφO. Further fR is injective as /^-modules from
(18). Hence M[2) is almost projective by [11], Theorem 1. Suppose that N is
local; i) N=hR/C or ii) N=fR/D, and M is almost iV-projectve.
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i) Since M(l) is almost TV-projective as /^-modules, we have same as ^-module
(and vice versa). Hence M'(ί) is almost 7V-projective by assumption and the fact:
Mf{1) c= M(1). Further since M[2) is almost projective, M is almost 7V-projective.
ii) Since HornR(M'{l),fR /Z)) = 0 for any D in fR, M'{1) is (almost) 7V-projective.
Hence we have shown
a) M is almost Λf-projective provided N is local.
Now let ΛΓ=Σφ7Vi; the Nt are indecomposable. We can find an integer k such
that M is almost 7V
Γ
projective but not Λf
Γ
projective for all i^k and M is
Λfy-projective for all j>k. Then Σ^fcφ7Vf has LPSM by [6], Theorem and the
Nt are local for i^kby [4], Theorem lT Put N1 = Σiύk®Ni9 N2 = Σj>k®Nj. Noting
that M is ^-projective and Y is almost projective from the proof of Proposition
6. Further X is almost Λ^-projective for all i^k by a). Hence since X is
jV2-projective, X\s almost 7V-projective by [6], Theorem. Therefore Y being almost
projective, M is almost iV-projective.
REMARK. By the argument after the above a) we have shown that if (4) holds
when N is local, then (4) holds for any ^-module N.
Lemma 16. Let R be a hereditary ring with / 2 = 0 . Then (4) holds when M
is a finite direct sum of local modules.
Proof. Let M be almost 7V-projective for /^-modules M and TV, and M a
submodule of M. In order to show that M is almost ΛΓ-projective we may assume
that N is local from the above remark. Let A be a. submodule of gR, where g
is a primitive idempotent. Assume that M is almost gR/^-projective and
M=Σi^n@Mi; the Mt are local, i.e. M^gfi/Dt for all i^n. We can suppose
that Mt is almost gR/A-projective for ally'>m. Since Mt is local and is almost
gR/ A -projective but not gR/A -projective, gR/A is M
Γ
projective for i^m by [4],
Proposition 5. Put L
ι
=Σi^m®Mi and L2 = Σj>mφMp i.e., M=L1®L2. Let πf:
M -• Lt be the projection of M onto Lt for / = 1,2. Now we shall show that M' is
almost gR/A -projective for any submodule M' of M. Put M' = T and take any
diagram
T
I*
We may assume from [10], Theorem 1 that imh is simple. If h is not an
epimorphism, then we obtain μ: imh-+gR/A with vμ=\imh, since gJ is
semisimple. Hence we obtain K=μh\ T-*gR/A with vK=h. Assume that h is
an epimorphism. Then B=gJ and we obtain the isomorphism h: T/ T
o
-+ gR/gJ
induced from h, where Γ
o
 = Λ~
1(0). Put h~~ί(g) = t+T0 (t = tg) and t = t1 + t2;
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ti = πi(0 First we assume n2(T) = π2(T0). Then we may suppose / 2 =0, and hence
t = t
ί
eL
ι
. T/T
o
 being simple, T/T
o
&tR/(T
o
ntR) and we obtain a diagram
gR/A
n n
where h\tR = h~vtR.
Since gR/A is Lj-projective, we obtain K.gR/ A-+tRa Twith v = KvtRK=hK. Next
suppose π2(Γ)#π2(Γ0) and ί = /A -hί2? w e m a y assume t2φπ2(T0) from the above
argument. Then Γ/Γ
o
 being simple, T/T0&π2{T)/π2(T0). Since π2(Γ) c L2,
π2(Γ) is g/ΐ/^-projective from [7], Theorem 1. Consider the diagram
π2(T)
π2(T)/π2(T0)
I*
where h'(t2 + π2(T0))=g (note t2g = t2).
Then there exists /Γ': π2(T)-+gR/A with vK' = h'p2. Put fι = fι'π2. For any j> in
0) = Λ(ίr+7 7 0)=gr for some r in /?. On the other hand, since
t
o
eT
o
, y = t1r + π1(t0) + t2r + π2(t0). Hence vfϊ(y) = vfϊ'π2(y) = h'ρ2π2(y)
Hence vK—h.
Proposition 7. Let R be an artinian ring. Then the following are equivalent
1) (4) holds when M is local.
2) (4) holds when M is a finite direct sum of local modules.
3) Any proper submodule of every local module is almost projective.
4) R is a right almost hereditary ring with J2 = 0.
Proof. 1) -• 4). This is clear from the definition and [5], Proposition 7.
4)->3). Let M=gR/A. Every proper submodule M of M is contained in
gJI A. Since gJ is semisimple, gJ/A is isomorphic to a direct summand of gJ9
which is almost projective. Hence (4) holds when M is local.
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3) -> 1). This is trivial.
l)«->2). This is clear from Lemmas 15 and 16.
Corresponding to Theorems 1 and 2
Corollary. Let R be as above. Then
1) (4) holds when M and N are local if and only if J2=0.
2) (4) holds when M is local and N is a direct sum of local modules if and
only ifJ2=0and theprojective cover ofSoc(R) is a direct sum of uniserial modules.
3) (4) holds when M is local if and only ifJ2 = 0 and R is right almost hereditary.
Proof. Since (5) is a generalization of (4), this is clear from Theorem 2 and
Proposition 7.
4. Examples
Let L => K be fields and σ an automorphism of K.
1. ( K K σK K ® X0 ^ 0 Ko o Λ: K
0 0 0 K
where (kkr in R
Λ
) = (σ(k)kf in K) for any keK and k'e
σ
K.
Then R = R1 is a hereditary ring, and putting e^ — e^ we have exR => eιJ&e2R®e3R
and Soc{e2R) ~ Soc(e3R). Since every simple submodule S in Soc(e2Rφe3R) ( a eγ J)
is of a form S={k + θ(k)\eSoc(e2R)} <^exJ for some isomorphism θ of SOC(£2JR)
onto Soc(e3R), ^ 1 ^ 1 S f =Soc(^ 1 Λ). Hence we know from Theorem 2 that (5) holds
on local module M and a direct sum of local modues Λf, and R is (almost)
hereditary. If we replace K
σ
 with K in the above ring, then this ring has the
same structure of R except iv) in Theorem 1, and (5) does not hold on this ring.
which satisfies all conditions in
Theorem 1 except i).
However R2 satisfies (5) as left ^-modules when M and JV are local.
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3.
f K 0 K K\
. ~ — - . which satisfies all conditions in
3-1
 Λ Λ r
,
 r
, I
 τ h e o r e m l e x c e p t i i )
4. RAr = eK®fK®aK®bK®abK, where {ej} is the set of mutually
orthogonal primitive idempotents with l=e+f, a = eaf and b=fbf. Then R4
satisfies all conditions in Theorem 1 except iii)
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